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Feedback Survey 

How are we doing? 

We value your feedback and we are committed to 
improving our events.

Please let us know by scanning this QR code and 
completing the short survey.
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Cloud-First Blue Light Solution

THE CHALLENGES FOR THE EMERGENCY SERVICES SECTORTHE CHALLENGES FOR THE EMERGENCY SERVICES SECTOR

Citizens’ expectations are evolvingCitizens’ expectations are evolving, and they expect the same standard of CX from any organisation. Digital channels are 
on the rise and with each new technological innovation, customer expectations evolve further. With these in mind, blue 
light services face 3 major challenges.

Firstly, Emergency Services must ensure communications reliability and security on a commercial networkcommunications reliability and security on a commercial network. They must 
choose a solution that inspires confidence in following the government’s Cloud-First strategy, which delivers radical 
technology change without risk to day-to-day services. 

Secondly, greater public scrutiny greater public scrutiny means ensuring greater transparency with the public and the government in all 
operations. Key to this is accessing omni-channel communications recording for 360-degree incident reconstruction.

And finally, the need to deliver better services than everthe need to deliver better services than ever. Integrating communications systems with those of other services 
for cost-effective, nation-wide service delivery, laying the groundwork for a future of efficient, digitized services.

stormstorm® for Blue Light Services

stormstorm®  is the first CCaaS solution selected for Blue Light 
services. The benefits of a Cloud-First approach are many: 
lower operational costs, industry-leading security, limitless 
scalability, improved resilience, and the ability to engage with 
citizens using the channel of their choice. 

When it really is a matter of life or death, Emergency 
Services providers need ready-for-anything resilience. The 
Emergency Services Platform (ESP)Emergency Services Platform (ESP) is a dedicated platform 
for the sole use of the UK Emergency Services. The ESP 
provides the same expert functionality and capability of 
stormstorm. New releases and upgrades are tried and tested 
on stormstorm before they are rolled out to the ESP, allowing 
Emergency Services to deliver an unparalleled 99.999%+ 
availability to the public.

THE SOLUTIONTHE SOLUTION

• • Wherever, whenever, whatever:Wherever, whenever, whatever: let citizens contact 
you in the way that is most convenient for them.

• • Omni-channel communications integration:Omni-channel communications integration: 
connect siloed channels and access 360-degree 
recording for incident reconstruction.

• • Integrate communications with external Integrate communications with external 
organisations:organisations: enable seamless collaboration with 
other Emergency Services organisations.

• • Future-proof technology:Future-proof technology: with an evergreen 
cloud solution, your organisation can update 
its communications estate with the latest 
technologies as soon as they’re developed, 
allowing you to keep up with public and 
governmental demands.

KEY FEATURESKEY FEATURES

Several UK police forces have already taken advantage of these benefits by migrating their 999 services seamlessly to the 
cloud including Surrey and Sussex Police and Police Scotland as well as NHS England 111 services. Content Guru is the 
sole cloud provider on the NHS framework and is the first cloud provider to provide back and front office to Police forces.

CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORIESCUSTOMER SUCCESS STORIES
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Police, fire and ambulance services face many of the same challenges in terms of demand 

management and reduction, achieving challenging response times, and the perennial 

challenge to do more for less. While many perceive the benefits of collaboration, it is fair to 

say that examples of properly embedded partnership working across the emergency services 

are relatively few and far between.

 

The Blue Light Partnership Network provides senior leaders with a unique opportunity and a 

safe space to share experiences and to learn about solutions from some of the sector’s most 

innovative suppliers. 

Introduction

→	 Networking sessions - throughout the event we host a networking lunch   

 as well as a dinner and drinks reception to give you ample opportunity to   

 connect with your peers and suppliers over the learnings from the event. 

→	 Presentations - BLPN features a fantastic agenda of presentations   

 from senior leaders who are at the forefront of innovation, transformation  

 and improvement in the sector. Over two days, you’ll hear from speakers   

 on everything from strategic workforce planning to true collaboration between   

 the emergency services.   

→	 Dragons’ Den - a quick-fire pitch session featuring all of our sponsors.   

 Each supplier delivers a 90-second elevator pitch about their solution -   

 giving you an opportunity to earmark suppliers and solutions you are most   

 interested in.

→	 Sponsor presentations - giving you the chance to hear from the sector’s most  

 innovative suppliers and discover solutions that will help you address the   

 pressing challenges in your organisation. 

→	 Business meetings - pre-arranged 15 minute meetings with suppliers who   

 are offering solutions most relevant to your challenges. 

→	 The event chair - BLPN is chaired by Clare Chambers, Chief Digital   

 Officer from Northamptonshire Police and Northamptonshire Fire and   

  Rescue Service. She will bring a wealth of knowledge and experience in   

 framing and guiding the event across the two days. 
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Day One

8:10 - 9:00       Registration

9:00 - 9:10      Chair’s opening remarks

Recruiting and retaining talent across 
emergency services
This opening keynote panel will tackle the prevailing challenge 

across emergency services: recruitment and retention of staff. 

Bringing together leaders from police, fire and ambulance 

services, the discussion will centre around best practice in strategic 

workforce planning, including management of expectations, skills 

shortage, and pressure on salaries.
              

Clare Chambers, Chief Digital Officer, Northamptonshire Police, 
Northamptonshire  Fire and Rescue service

Wayne Brown, Deputy Chief Fire Officer, West Midlands Fire and Rescue

Mark Docherty, Executive Director of Nursing and Clinical Commissioning, 
West Midlands Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust

Angela Feeney, Director of Corporate Services, Avon Fire and Rescue Service

Claus Madsen, Associate Director of Education and Organisational 
Development, Yorkshire Ambulance Service NHS Trust

Charlotte Nutter, Chief Inspector People Department, Cumbria Constabulary

             

9:10 - 10:00     Panel Discussion

Welcome to the Blue Light Partnership Network.

Here, you will learn from best in class speakers about cross-sector 

improvement, which means that you’re learning from those who 

know your business and have similar experiences.

Being able to hear formally about what the tri-sector is doing, 

and discuss informally how that may lift and adapt to solve your 

challenges, will bring confidence of delivery for you all.

Clare Chambers
Chief Digital Officer
Northamptonshire 

Police
Northamptonshire  

Fire and Rescue 
service
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Day One

10:00 - 10:20    Main Room - Content Guru

Prioritise police public contact to improve 
citizen satisfaction and reduce demand
Contact management represents the gateway to policing 

services, whether that be on a phone, via webchat or social media 

interactions; it is the means by which members of the public seek 

police services. 

The number of ways to contact the police and the nature of services 

sought has grown significantly, creating new and challenging 

demands for policing services.

As the only cloud contact centre vendor to UK Police forces, Content 

Guru is seeing four key challenges, which a cloud-first solution can 

help to overcome:

→	Increased demand of public contact in the contact centre

→	Long wait times

→	Overwhelmed call handlers / contact centre staff

→	Limited opportunity for self-service across disparate   

    communication channels.

By attending Content Guru’s session, based on current contact 

management policing projects, attendees will learn how integrating 

storm® can seamlessly deliver the capability to:

→	Implement omni-channel communications to allow for a more  

     flexible response to contact demand

→	Reduce citizen wait times

→	Improve staff wellbeing

→	Increase the ability to prioritise contact from the public.

Shub Naha

Head of Critical 
National 

Infrastructure and 
Utilities

Content Guru
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10:20 - 10:40   Dragons’ Den - Speed Presentations

Day One

Our signature ‘Dragons’ Den’ session provides each solution provider with an opportunity 

to deliver a short pitch, explaining why they are here and how their services can help 

tackle some of the sector’s ongoing challenges.

If you would like to hear more from a particular provider, please tick the relevant box to 

remind yourself to speak to them during our business meetings and networking breaks.

FOLLOW UP FOLLOW UP

Engagement Made Easy®
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Notes
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Day One

12:05 - 12:25    Main Room - Presentation

10:45 - 12:00   Coffee Break and Business Meetings

Building a digital workforce
Recruitment and retention of staff is the prevailing challenge for 

emergency services. This is especially pertinent when it comes to 

building a digital workforce; we need high-calibre tech professionals 

in order to grasp the opportunity provided by advanced data and 

analytics, intelligent automation, etc.

 

But delivering this when competing with the whole market, not just 

the public sector, is where the challenge lies …

Ian Bell

Chief Executive

Police Digital 
Service

Please check the schedule on the back of your delegate pass for 
your meeting timings

12:25 - 12:45    Main Room - Cinos Limited

Secure, scalable and resilient critical 
communications for emergency services
Cinos presents a secure, scalable and resilient critical communications 

service. This session will showcase how we enable personnel in blue 

light services, government, MoD, military support organisations & 

executive agencies to talk, message, video conference, share content, 

and collaborate via our always-on, UK-sovereign, Cisco-powered service.

Jono Darlington, Solutions Architect, Cinos Limited

Tony King, Director of Public Sector, Cinos Limited
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Day One

12:45 - 13:05     Main Room - Presentation

14:10 - 14:30     Main Room - Presentation

Using data to drive intelligence to the front 
line
Data is not just about collection. It is about changing how you think 

about deployment of resources. It is about digitising the process to 

deliver actionable intelligence to front line services. Drawing on real 

life examples, this presentation will demonstrate what can be achieved 

through genuine data-driven decision making.

Nicola Haywood-
Alexander

Chief Digital 
Information 

Officer 

Lincolnshire Police

13:10 - 14:05    Networking Lunch

Deploying digital to do more with less
Digital systems can provide greater resilience for critical services, 

enabling the development of further ways the public can engage, 

making it easy, convenient and safe to contact the police.

 

In this session, Andrew Hendry, Chief Digital Information Officer, who 

is leading on Police Scotland’s digital transformation will share how 

the force is putting the needs of the public at the heart of new service 

design, providing modern and easy-to-use options for people who need 

to contact their police service

Andrew Hendry

Chief Digital 
Information 

Officer

Police Scotland
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Day One

A strategic approach to talent development
In this session, Claus Madsen will present the strategic approach to 

Talent Development at Yorkshire Ambulance Service (YAS).

 

Organisations in England with a pay bill over £3m will be paying 

0.5% of that into the Government’s apprenticeship levy. Many 

organisations are struggling to make use of the money in their levy 

pot, and it’s then lost. YAS is drawing down 3½ times the amount 

they pay!

 

Learn about how you can develop career pathways to attract and 

grow your talent, build and strengthen your talent pipelines, and 

maximise the apprenticeship levy. Don’t snooze – you’ve got a lot to 

lose!

Claus Madsen
Associate Director 
of Education and 

Organisational 
Development

Yorkshire 
Ambulance 

Service NHS Trust

Building a proactive data strategy in a reactive 
organisation
Blue light services are inherently reactive organisations – but for 

our back-office digital and data teams, operating in a reactive way 

creates challenges for strategic planning and long-term success. 

 

Having recently joined NHS from Financial Services, James will share 

his perspective on building a culture and long-term delivery plan for 

digital and data transformation that balances reactive and proactive 

organisational needs.  James hopes to provide an external, fresh 

perspective from over 20 years in the private sector and how it felt to 

transition to a blue light organisation.

James Dryden
Head of 

Information 
Southwest 
Ambulance 

Service

14:30 - 14:50    Main Room - Presentation

14:50 - 15:10    Main Room - Presentation
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16:35 - 17:15       Panel Discussion

15:15 - 16:30    Coffee Break and Business Meetings

Day One

Digital as a catalyst for cross-sector 
collaboration
The rapid evolution of new technology presents significant 

opportunities to drive efficiency and effectiveness across blue light 

services. With many shared challenges such as resourcing, demand 

management, and response times, could a shared approach to 

digital products and systems benefit all? 

This expert panel will examine the opportunities for greater 

interoperability, leveraging economies of scale, and sharing insights 

and skills.

Nicola Haywood-Alexander, Chief Digital Information Officer, Lincolnshire 
Police

Clare Chambers, Chief Digital Officer, Northamptonshire Police, 
Northamptonshire Fire and Rescue service

Abigail Harrison, Chief Information Officer, North west Ambulance Service 
NHS Trust

Jill Lanham, Director of Digital, South Central Ambulance Service NHS 
Foundation Trust 

Andrew Hendry, Chief Digital Information Officer, Police Scotland

             

Please check the schedule on the back of your delegate pass for 
your meeting timings
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How to innovate when everyone wants to keep 
it safe
How can we create an environment in emergency services that is 

optimised for digital innovation? Can new ideas be afforded the 

space to fail fast or flourish? 

This presentation will offer practical insights into how to drive change 

in a necessarily risk-averse organisation.

17:15 - 17:35      Main room - Presentation

Abigail Harrison

 Chief Information 
Officer

North West 
Ambulance 

Service NHS Trust 

Day One

Attracting and retaining diverse staff across 
blue light services
The tri-sector remains male-dominated despite the strong desire to 

build a more diverse workforce. But what strategies actually work in 

attracting people of different backgrounds to the professions?

This presentation will focus on how to ensure our workforce truly 

represents the communities we serve, enhancing trust, confidence 

and community engagement.

17:35 - 17:55    Closing Keynote

Wayne Brown
Deputy Chief Fire 

Officer
West Midlands 

Fire and Rescue

17:55 - 18:00    Chair’s Closing Remarks

18:00 - 19:45    Hotel Check-in / Free Time

19:45 - 22:00    Drinks Reception and Networking Dinner
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Notes
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Day Two

8:55 - 9:00      Chair’s opening remarks

Building cross-sector resilience
Emergency services face many of the same challenges in terms 

of demand management and reduction, achieving challenging 

response times, and the perennial challenge to do more for 

less. What are the roles of inter-service collaboration and digital 

innovation in creating a more resilient and responsive blue light 

sector?

Clare Chambers, Chief Digital Officer, Northamptonshire Police, 
Northamptonshire  Fire and Rescue service

Natasha Wills, Director of Resilience & Specialist Assets, London Ambulance 
Service NHS Trust

Jason Killens, Chief Executive, Welsh Ambulance Service

Phil Loach, Chief Fire Officer, West Midlands Fire Service

9:00 - 9:40      Panel Discussion

9:40 - 10:00   Keynote - Presentation

Supporting personal resilience in a challenging 
environment
All services realise the importance of excellent welfare and wellbeing 

provision for their staff, many of whom are regularly exposed to 

traumatic situations. 

This keynote presentation will bring this experience to life from the 

perspective of a senior police officer.

Nick Skipworth 
Director of 

Intelligence
Bedfordshire 

Police
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Day Two

Managing welfare and wellbeing
Emergency service front-liners face daily trauma, and it can be difficult 

to maintain a healthy work-life balance wherever you work across the 

sector. 

This session will explore ways in which we can drive good welfare 

and wellbeing despite these challenges we face, and report on the 

outcomes of an effective strategy that keeps staff happy.

10:00 - 10:20 Main Room - Presentation

10:20 - 10:40 Main Room - Presentation

Robert Ewin
Head of Learning 
and Development

Cumbria 
Constabulary

Driving cultural change in blue light services
Managing change in any large organisation is always a challenge. 

Even more so in a sector that has, out of necessity, evolved a reactive 

approach.

 

How can we embed a proactive and dynamic culture in blue light 

services, ensuring that staff feel empowered and supported to deliver 

for their communities?

Angela Feeney
Director of 

Corporate Services
Avon Fire and 

Rescue Service
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The future of emergency ambulance services
In order for the emergency services to manage high levels of demand 

and increasing pressure, we have to change. 

This session will show how Welsh Ambulance Service are transforming 

the delivery of their service through effective recruitment, upskilling, 

and adoption of new processes.

11:50 - 12:10   Main Room - Presentation

Day Two

Jason Killens
Chief Executive 

Officer
Welsh Ambulance 

Service

10:45 - 11:45   Coffee Break and Business Meetings

Please check the schedule on the back of your delegate pass for 
your meeting timings
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Day Two

Making blue light collaboration happen
The fire reform white paper recommends closer working between 

services in a move seen by some as being towards one emergency 

service. But for collaboration to happen, those involved need to 

understand each other’s challenges and constraints, and where the 

barriers lie, as well as a clear picture of the benefits of collaboration.

This closing keynote panel will share examples of best practice with a 

view on the future of blue light services.

Clare Chambers, Chief Digital Officer, Northamptonshire Police, 
Northamptonshire  Fire and Rescue service

James Gray, Chief Financial Officer, Police Scotland

Zoe May, Head of Business Relationships, East of England Ambulance Service 
NHS Trust

Mark Docherty, Executive Director of Nursing and Clinical Commissioning, West 
Midlands Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust

12:10 - 12:55     Panel Discussion

13:00 - 14:00   Networking Lunch

This session will round up the Blue Light Partnership Network, 

summarising our learnings from the last two days.

12:55 - 13:00   Chair’s Closing Remarks

Clare Chambers
Chief Digital Officer
Northamptonshire 

Police
Northamptonshire  

Fire and Rescue 
service
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As an innovative technology provider specialising in the delivery of critical 

communication services, Cinos have been serving the UK public sector since 2007. 

We have a proven track record of integrating and supporting always-on, interoperable 

communication solutions for police, NHS, energy, and government organisations. 

Our consultative approach sets us apart from other providers. We take the time 

to understand the fundamentals of how you work and what success looks like for 

your stakeholders and users. For organisations that offer critical services, we instil 

confidence that their video, unified communications, collaboration platforms and 

supporting infrastructure can work together seamlessly.

Learn More: www.cinos.net

Engagement Made Easy®

Content Guru

Cinos Limited

Content Guru makes engagement easy. A global leader in cloud communications 

solutions, Content Guru delivers off-the-shelf and bespoke customer engagement and 

cloud contact centre services, through its multi-award-winning storm® solution.  

Europe’s largest Customer Engagement and Experience solution, storm brings together 

intelligent automation, third-party systems integration, and on-demand scalability to 

enhance all customer communication functions. With true omni-channel engagement 

capabilities, which include video chat, Instant Messaging and social media, storm gives 

organisations the power to create consistent and seamless experiences for customers, 

inspiring loyalty and powering success.

Learn More: www.contentguru.com
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Kingsfield has been elevating IT in the Public Sector and Enterprise space for almost three 

decades. Our efficient service and best in class solutions allow customers to benefit from 

technical excellence at competitive prices. We support organisations across the UK in the 

adoption and deployment of hardware, software and other IT services.

We are committed to finding innovative answers to customer needs. These range from 

cloud-based strategies to the latest telephony and communication systems.

Our team works closely with a number of major vendors including Apple, Lenovo, 8x8, 

Microsoft, and more.

Learn More: www.kingsfieldcomputers.co.uk

Galen is a global pharmaceutical company selling medicines worldwide within areas 

including pain management, dermatology and gastroenterology, and partners 

with like-minded companies to accomplish this.  Galen is the exclusive distributor 

of Penthrox  (methoxyflurane) in the UK and Ireland. Penthrox is indicated for the 

emergency relief of moderate to severe pain in conscious adult patients with trauma 

and associated pain.

Learn More: www.galen-pharma.com

Kingsfield

GALEN
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